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Gogs remain second in Champion-
ship with Wales boss Warren Gatland
watching in the Parc Eirias stands
RGC’s victory over Tata Steel has reaffirmed their place in
second assuming no form of complacency slips into their
ranks.

The North Walians claimed a hard-fought 31-15 win over
Tata to move four points clear in second place with Bar-
goed taking over in third ahead of the Parc Eirias visitors.

“We started brightly in the first 25 minutes, and to score
three tries showed how clinical we were in that period,” said
RGC hooker Liam Leung.

“We were disappointed to let in a pushover try and we
knew we had to step up our defence second half.

“It was fantastic to finish with the bonus- point try and it
reinforces our position in second place. We know the run-in
is difficult but our aim is to finish as high up the league as
possible and we look ahead to another big performance at
Beddau.”



The win sees RGC remain unbeaten in the league in 2014
with their only loss since the turn of the year coming in the
Swalec Cup against runaway Championship leaders Ebbw
Vale.

RGC were dominant in the opening 25 minutes, running
in three converted tries without the visitors actually having
one attack themselves.

The Parc Eirias crowd, which included Wales head coach
Warren Gatland, watched the Gogs score the opening try
through Tallis Karaitiana when he drove over after a quick
tap penalty, also managing to power through three defend-
ers in the process. Rhodri Carlton Jones, in at fly-half for
the injured Lewis Barker, added the conversion.

Harri Evans was next to get the crowd excited when the
Wales under-20s star broke through four players only for
his pass to escape the hands of Carlton Jones. The RGC

back line did click together for the second try with two
superb off-loads giving winger Tom Blackwell the opportu-
nity to race down the touchline for the score, Carlton Jones
firing over a difficult conversion.

Another of RGC’s Wales U20 players, full-back Afon Bag-
shaw, claimed the third try racing under the posts, and with
the Carlton Jones conversion it was 21-0 after 25 minutes.

It wasn’t just about the RGC back line though as the for-
wards were putting a big shift in, chasing down every ball
and making life difficult for Tata Steel.

The visitors needed to get back in the game and they did
so with a big rolling maul that pushed over the line for the
points.

Tata  then began to get a foothold in the game with Stuart
Edbrooke making a break and causing problems. The wind



was causing a few problems for the boot of Simon Evans
as, after he missed the conversion, he followed up by pull-
ing a simple penalty wide of the posts.

RGC lost their own flow and after in the game and began
to get involved in situations that were not really part of the
game, which looked part of the visitor’s game plan. After a
number of stoppages in the breakdown the final score of
the half went to Tata Steel with a penalty.

The second half opened with a penalty try for Tata Steel
which was converted, and the visitors were using the rolling
maul on a number of occasions to try and gain momentum.

The weather began to play a part as the wind and rain
made handling tricky, with RGC missing a few opportuni-
ties to score, including a great break from Blackwell but his
pass to Andrew Williams didn’t make it.

Scrum-half Alex Schwarz was next to make a break for the
line, and after some good footwork he was strangely called
back by the referee who had fallen and couldn’t keep up

with play. After a few infringements Tata were reduced to
14 men with a yellow card, and the RGC pack started to
dominate again in the scrum. Carlton Jones hit a penalty
facing the wind, to make sure he had a good day with his
right boot.

As the clock ticked down the home crowd were given the
bonus-point try they wanted when winger Blackwell raced
down the line, and Bagshaw fired the conversion over on
the final whistle.
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